Spin degrees of freedom of water molecule in gas and liquid state were investigated in order to provide a reasonable answer about the unsolved problem of a long-term behavior of water spin isomers. The approach used involves an assumption that molecules change their spin state from a pure state to a mixed one when they interact with some sorts of adsorbent surface. Some models and conceptions of the quantum information processing were used.
It is very interesting and quite surprising that spin isomers of water molecule show a long-term behavior of the ortho/para concentration in liquid water. It is worth noting that water spin isomers are accessible for investigation due to eect of selective adsorption of water molecules on solid surfaces. The rst experimental observation of this eect has been performed in supersonic ow of rareed gas. In a owing gas that has consisted mainly of carbon dioxide molecules with a low admixture of water vapor solid nanoclasters were created due to carbon dioxide nucleation during the gas cooling. Water molecules were adsorbed on cluster's surface selectively of spin isomer because the adsorption probability for the para-molecules exceeded that of the ortho-molecules [1] .
To date three experiments are known that demonstrated the long-term behavior of ortho-water and para-water in liquid state for about one hour [2] , [3] and about one week if water molecules dissolved in glycerin [4] .
The systems which will be considered in this article are the spin degrees of freedom of H 2 16 O molecule in liquid water. It is assumed that water molecules do not have the rotational degree of freedom in liquid water, unlike the case of a rareed gas. Each liquid water molecule is involved in about four hydrogen bonds, that preventing the free rotational moving. The breakage of these bonds usually leads to the rotation of the molecule around one of the remaining hydrogen bonds [5] . It is also assumed that molecules are in the ground vibrational and electronic states.
The starting point for the following consideration of the spin degrees of freedom is to be the state of water molecule in gas phase. Spin moment of two protons that belong to a nuclear frame of molecule create a linear superposition in the computational basis of the Hilbert space H = C 2 ⊗ C 2 that can be decomposed into a direct sum of singlet and triplet states. The spin wave functions | ψ of the two protons contains all basis vectors of H with equal coecients
It is assumed that the spin degrees of freedom are well protected from interaction with the environment and one can regard this quantum system as a closed one. This important approach to the system state seems to be valid due to low energy of spin-rotational interaction and relatively rare molecule collisions.
The rst term on the right-hand side of the equation for | ψ is the spin state of the molecule associated with the para-water and the second one is also the spin state associated with the ortho-water. The rst term is constructed by only one basis vector while the second term consists of three basis vectors that results in the concentration of para/ortho=1/3 due to a dierent nuclear statistical weight of spin isomers. In other words, the number of the orthomolecules is thrice as large as the number of the para-molecules in water vapor at the normal conditions. This is a well-known state of water molecules in the Earth atmosphere.
The second step in the consideration of the spin state of water molecules in gas phase is to introduce a certain mixed spin state, which appears as a result of adsorbent-molecular interaction. Experiments showed that this surface interaction produces a change in the para/ortho ratio in both directions between the preference for either para-water or ortho-water. In order to use a simple statistical approach to the describing of the para/ortho=1/3 ratio one must be quite sure that the population is the same for all spin levels. From a general point of view an assumption that the population levels are identical for all spin states is right because the energy level splitting due to spin-spin interaction and Zeeman splitting in Earth magnetic eld is less than kT and therefore the spin levels may be considered to be degenerate. The pure state of the spin system is robust and does not allow the coecients at the wave function to deviate from their given values. A possible way to prepare a mixed spin state ρ gas of water molecule after its interaction with absorbent is to use the pure singlet and triplet states and introduce probabilities of each portion.
The state ρ gas has a few important and useful properties. At rst, the probability p may be changed in a wide range of available values that a water vapor may contain only para-molecules or ortho-molecules of high purity. The interaction of a gas molecule with adsorbent results in the appearance of composed quantum system including the gas molecule and the one contained in a thin layer of liquid water on the surface. The spin system of the two molecules may reasonably be regarded as a pure entangled state. When one of the molecules will be returned to the gas phase and the composed system breaks down the spin state of the free molecule must be only mixed due to the general rule of decay of no product bipartite quantum system [6] .
The free molecule has a rotational degree of freedom, which may be considered as environment acting upon the spin system. From a useable point of view, in the context of this article it is more convenient to speak about all molecules that have interacted with adsorbent and have revealed the mixed structure of their spin state as spin-modied (SM) water molecules. The rotational movement of spinmodied molecule acts due to the spin-rotational coupling on the spin system to mountain the mixed spin constriction that contains singlet and triplet terms via an eect of environment-induced superselection [7] . The spin-modied water shows a good long-term behavior of ortho/para concentration for low density gas [8] .
The last step is to nd the spin state of spin-modied water molecule in liquid. It is now impossible to describe, in terms of transformations associated with a gas-liquid transition, how a certain SM-molecule from gas converts into one in liquid environment but one can dene a few properties of the molecule that need to be retained during the transition. It is reasonable to regard the SMmolecular transition from gas into liquid as one has been transmitted through a noisy quantum channel, therefore, the singlet part has been partly delivered without any change (p < p) but the triplet part has been converted in a completely depolarized state [9] .
Using the above assumptions one can write a new mixed state of the SMmolecule as
the spin state ρ liq of two protons of water molecule is the well-known Werner state for two qubits [10] . Each of the two states of ρ liq that is the singlet one and the second part state which is proportional to identity operator have an important property in the context of the spin isomer problem that they are to be maximally protected from interaction with the environment. The spin state ρ liq of two protons of water molecule is the well-known Werner state for two qubits [10] . Each of two states of ρ liq that is the singlet one and the second part state which is proportional to identity operator have an important property in the context of the spin isomer problem: they are to be maximally protected from interaction with the environment.
The singlet state is invariant under a random perturbation if the environment acts on spin states of each proton in symmetric or collective way that means that the spins change their states simultaneously [11] . This approach is to be fullled because one has before used the superposition of the basis states to dene the singlet one.
The high degree of Werner state protecting from interaction with the environment results in a zero magnetic moment of a spin-modied water molecule in liquid state. It is easy to verify that a mean value of a collective spin operator S z in Werner state is zero via calculation of trace norm. It means that spin-modied water molecules in liquid state do not contribute to NMR signal.
This article gives the reasonable and well-dened answer about the unsolved problem, what occurs with water molecule in gas that interacted with certain adsorbent so as the para/ortho ratio deviates from its traditional value 1/3. The answer is that the water molecule changes its spin state from the pure state to a mixed one (see also [12] in this context).
